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‚ like to 
DECEMBER MEETING 

Be sure and come to the meeting on the 

10th. Lots of doings. There will be 

updates on the status of the Capital Fest - 

still plenty of things that you can do to 

get involved and on the band wagon! 

There'll also be an update on the status of 

how the CATS BBS is coming. 

Bill 

Most importantly, there will be the third 
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wish you and yours a 

vety merry Christmas 
and a prosperous and 

happy new yeat. 
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annual (yes, it’s a tradition by now) gift 
exchange hosted by none other than our 

own Hank Dickson. So be 

sure to bring a Sinclair gift 

- it’s a gteat way to get 

tid of those old Sinclair ot 
Timex/Sincla items that 

you no longer use. 

SEASONS GREETING 

On behalf of the Execu- 

tive Committee, I would 
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This is my second “Holiday edition” and, 
as I did last year, Га like to encourage 

you to attend the December meeting and 

the always popular gift exchange. Else- 

where in this issue you will find instruc- 
tions on what's needed to participate. I 

guarantee that you'll have fun. 

This issue will finally close some of the 

“to be continued” articles from past issues, 

namely Bob Diggs’ packet radio article, 
Steve Greene's piece on telecomputing, 

and Mike Mitchell's RAMdisk program. 

While we closed those, we opened others, 

but ] can't complain because it means that 
my cup runneth over. I've found out that 

a newsletter editor can never have too 

much material. 

This issue sees the return of PAID 

advertising. Herb Bowers, Mr. ABBA Soft, 

is one of our out-of-town members and 

t h e 

CHIPS! In the boxed area ate the names 
of members and the number of chips they 

ordered. Each chip will cost $12.50. Please 
note: Those members ‘that can't pick up 
their chips at the meeting and want them 

mailed to them, there is a $.50 charge per 

chip for mailing. 

о QUANTA Library Update 

Tom has asked me to publicize the fact 
that he has received the latest update to 

the QUANTA Library. If you want to 

update your copy, get to the hardware 

workshop and have about 6 blank format- 

ted disks. Don’t have any disks? Tom has 

them for $.25 each. The update to the 

library is the right price, free. 

о Future issues 

As you can see from the various articles, 

we аге starting to get into the BBS game. 

I think I have 
author of "convinced" 

several MEMBERS THAT ORDERED Steve Greene 

excellent KEYBOARD CHIPS to write a 
commer- thi l- 
cial 2068 Duane Parker (2) Phil Barnhart (1) Tom Bent (5) ee a ке 

programs, Bill Barhart (2) Tony Moore (2) wonderful 
including : Н world of 
Senn Ed Svendsen (1) Ruth Fegley (1) "modeming". 

t x Р. es Hank Dickson (1) Bob Howard (3) As I've said 
which is befote, this i 
adveit- Lloyd Lewis (1) Cliff Watson (1) ae 

ised this Phil Russo (1) Тіт Acord (2) of personal 
issue. ti 
Pisces Sheldon Gilbert (1) Stan Guttenberg (1) one P зы 

patronize Herb Schaaf (1) Lee Gayman (1) neglected but, 
o и tf ing into it 
пей Dick Parker (1) | Martinus Heuseveldt (1) = "ilis SE 

sers and Barty Washington (1) Mike Warmick (2) of out 
when o EE . maturity, 1 
you do Chips ate $ 12.50 each. If mailing is required, add $ .50 believe. wè 

mention Number inside () indicates number of chips ordered will be better 
our name. able to ovet- 

Н соте апу 
The Chip Buy obstacles that stand in our way. As we 

They've been called a vatiety of things, 
"anti-tollovet", "anti-bounce", and “key- 

board controller" chips and now you сап 

call them one other name, "HERE". Yes, 

that's tight folks. WE ARE IN THE 
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become more sptead out in the Greater 

Metto area and beyond, we need to stay 

in touch. What better way than a BBS? If, 

in the futute, we gain a capability for file 

up and down loads it will make the 

newsletter editor's job much easier. 
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о This issue 

This issue has a wealth of information for 

you 2068 types. John Riley writes about 

his Latken system and Mark Fisher has 
three articles, a disk boot, 2068 to QI. file 
transfers, and tape to AERCO disk. Steve 
Green has a quick tour of what to do 

when our BBS comes on line. Pieter van 

Dijk has another Z88 article, this time he 

explores the conversion of data in Basic. 

Finally, our annual instructions on the gift 

exchange. 1 certainly hope that there's a 

tin of fudge there this year! 

An apology. Last month | mixed up Dick 

and Duane Parker. It won't happen 
again. : 

1 hope you enjoy the issue. Happy 

Holidays. 

DECEMBER MEETING AGENDA 

Hardware Wotkshop 

CY A Wotksho 

Lunch 

General Meeting 

Word Processing Review 

by Mark Fisher 

Uncle Clive Gift Exchange 

Adjourn 

NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS 

Submissions for the newsletter can be 

in hard copy, with columns 2 1⁄4 
inches wide ot, preferably, magnetic 

media. For the Ql. microdrive car 

ridge, 5 1/4" DS/DD or Quad densit 

disks, or 3 1/2" disks. For the ZX81 

51000, or 2068, cassettes only, wit 

itles on the box. 

Send material to: 

Editor, CATS Newsletter 

Box 467 

Fairfax Station, VA 22039 
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UNCLE CLIVE’S 
CELEBRATION ARRIVES 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10 

Yes, folks, the time has rolled around 

again for the Third Annual CATS’ Sin- 

clair Holiday Celebration. And it's some- 

thing YOU can be a part of while making 

history, so to speak. 

THE PROCEDURE 

1. Participation is strictly voluntary. 

2. If you want to participate, locate a 

piece of Sinclair-friendly software or hard- 

ware you think would make an appto- 

priate gift for 

another Sinclair 

enthusiast. Or, 

any item inten- 

ded for the 

general com- 

putet hobbiest 

would also be 

good. Some- 

thing unique 

would probably 

be more valued than something extremely 
expensive. 

3. Wrap the gift simply, omitting any 

identifying references. 

4. Bring the gift to the CATS December 

mecting (12/10/88) and place it under the 
Holiday Tree. 

5. Later, you and your colleagues will 

tandomly select your new presents from 

all the unmarked gifts. 

6. If, upon immediately opening your 

present you are unhappy with it, you can 

unilaterally exchange it with any of those 

which have been opened before you. 

So begin right now going through your 

Sinclait-memorablia to pick out that one 

item which will make the holiday of 

another CATS member completel 

As one CATS person said to another, 
"Meet-cha at the treet” 

POTPOURRI 
News Around the Beltway 

STEVE GREENE presented an excellent 

tutorial at the October CATS meeting on 

"telecomputing in the Sinclair world". 

Prior to his presentation, Steve's thorough, 

readable article appeared in the October 

N/L, setting the stage for his discussion 

on telecomputing. 

At the meeting, Steve presented some of 

the results of a study he carried out 

regarding a BBS (bulletin board system) 
for CATS. 

Board tok Bla st | 
off in January | 

His findings and recommendations: 

1. The majority of CATS members are іп 
the DC dialing area, in MD. 

2. Prior surveys have shown that 1/3 to 

1/2 of the CATS membership has had a 
modem at one time or another. 

3. A BBS for CATS should have a number 

in the DC dialing area, preferably in 
suburban MD. 

4. The BBS should start with donated 

equipment, such as: 2068 computer, 1200 

baud modem, and a serial interface. 

5. Moderately-priced communications soft- 

ware should be obtained for initial ope- 

tations. There ate a number of such 

packages available for T/S machines. 

6. A telephone line which can be dedica- 
ted 100% to the BBS is needed. Hopefully, 
this important item might also be donated. 

The CATS Executive Committee later 
took up Steve’s proposal, and voted to set 

aside $200 to implement it right away. It 

was decided to have a trial period of six 

months, or roughly until the Computet 

Continued on Page 6 

CYA Workshop 

The Leeb model to monitot economic 
trends as a CYA tool for identifying 

secular trends of various markets is nearly 

done. A modified measure of inflation I 

propose is to use the CP] ог PPI, 
whichever the greater at the time, in lieu 

of the PPI alone as proposed by Leeb, as 

the measure of inflation. I also expect to 

use M2, unadjusted for velocity, for 

monitoring the money supply, real GNP 

growth, an index of the dollar's trade- 

weighted exchange rate, and the S&P 500 

index for stock. Together we should be 

able to get out data base done by the Jan 
meeting. 

I will give my review of Ravi Batta's 

latest CYA Handbook "Surviving the 

Great Depression of 1990" and contrast it 

to what we ate doing and the Lecb 

approach. Herb Schaff will give us his 

impression of Batta's last year's best seller 

"The Great Depression of 1990", and 

Mannie Quintero will likewise give views 

on another "expert" (Martin D. Weiss) 
CY A book and CYA strategy fot coping 

with the near futute. 

NOTICE: 

Bob Warner has a Tecnical Manual fo 

he AMDISK -III 3" disk drive. He is 

passing it atound fot us to review o 

opy. George Rey has it now and will 

pass it on at the Dec meeting. 

George also would like to resell, at his 

ost, two 3 1/2" drives he got fto 
om Bent's group buy. 

 ت ت دک ا لک
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QL оп the О 

When I first started writing this column, | 
said that ] was no computer "guru". ] am 
applications oriented so | wanted to 
comment on the Ql. world from the 
viewpoint of the ordinary user. 1 may be a 
little more knowledgeable than the ordin- 
агу (casual) user; however, this only 
reinforces my basic philosophy about 
software. If I can't quickly master a new 
program and the опе I'm using is ade- 
quate, 1 will quickly discard it and go 
back to the old friend. 

а  text87 

A case in point is text87, the new word 

processor that "everyone in the know" 

says is the best word processor for the 

OL. In terms of features, | would tend to 

agree. It has the ability to print in multiple 

columns and can have up to 64 different 

setups for margins and tabs. Jf you buy 
24-88, the special printer driver package. 
it includes drivers for 24 pin printers and 

the Epson laser. I really like the smaller 

type size used on their default screen font. 

lt is very casy to read. Moving around a 

text87 document is a breeze and a great 

deal faster than Quill. Future offerings 

from Software87, the producer of text87, 

will have the ability to combine text and 

graphics. With all of this said, do I like the 

program? No. Not now. Later, maybe I 

will, but only if some fundamental 

changes ate made. 

о Docs? What docs? 

Let me tell you why I rate it as | do. 

First, second, and probably, last, the 

documentation stinks. l'm not one who 

has the knack for using a program 

correctly without ever reading the user 

guide. 1 would bet that the manual for 

text87 was written by the software 

developets, which is probably inevitable, 

but they failed to write it so we, who 

aren't. intimately familiar with the pro- 

gram. could understand it. They aren't 

alone as this is rather common in the 

computer world and would be so easy to 

overcome. How? Таке a person com- 

pletely divorced from the development of 
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the software, hand him the manual and a 
manuscript or raw text file, and ask him 
to produce a finished document. In the 
case of text87, anyone would be hard 
pressed to make anything out of the mess 
masquerading as a manual. 

Want specifics? Try this. One of the 
highly touted features is the ability to mix 
characters of different typeface and size 
on the same line and to use different 
screen display founts and colors to repre- 
sent them. This entire operation of attach- 
ing screen fonts and then getting them to 

print out correctly escapes me. Don't look 

to the manual for help. К won't. In 
reviewing the fonts list, they show 3 sizes 
of Courier (10, 12, and 15), Souvenir 10, 
Superfocus 10, OCR B 10, and Propor- 
tional but I haven't been able to get them 

to print out. Each of the fonts appears in 

the list with various combinations of DW, 

SH, DH, SW, IT, and CO. Try to find the 

explanation for these symbols, which | 

assume stand for Double Width, Standard 
Height. Double Height, Standard Width, 

Italics, and Compressed. You can't. Furth- 

ermore, none of these font designations 

appear in the directory since the screen 

fonts are listed as 4110, defaultll, and 

Roman 14, 16, and 21. QUANTA has had 

several letters on text87 but neither 

explained "attachment" in great detail. No 

doubt Гт not getting something, but 

that's just it. I'm willing to break away 

from Quill and learn something new but I 

shouldn't have to have a degree in 

computer science and be imbued with ESP 

to understand the instructions. A few 

more comments about the program. ] 

doesn't have on-screen help and it has 

several commands that aren't implemented 

(but are "included for consistency of user 

interface"(?). Why put them in at all? 
Flaky! From an aesthetic point of view, 
the screen isn't very pleasing to the eye. 

ГИ admit that with only 4 colors you 
arent given much to work with, but 

text87 shows no imagination at all. 

All in all, this program, with the printer 

driver package, fonted87, costs nearly 

$100.00. Quite candidly, that's pretty 
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pricey for what you get or more 
accutately, don't get. When you see what 
the same amount will get you on other 
machines, IBM, Atari, Amiga, and Apple. 
you will realize that text87 needs to go 
back to the drawing board for some ma jor 
program enhancements and a complete 
rewrite of the documentation. 

о What's new? 

So, what else is going on in QL land? 
Sharp's is now stocking a scanner for $ 
239, evidentially vety similar to the $ 149 
Pictascan unit for the ST sold by Е. 
Arthur Brown. It has a scanning unit 
which attaches to your printer's printhead. 
Maybe we can get a demo of this in the 

near future. It certainly would open up 

new graphic horizons, considering that 

Digital Precision is getting ready to 

release a major upgrade of their Desktop 
Publisher program, which they claim is 

better than Ventura or Aldus Pagemaker! 

Humm! I'll wait and see. Miracle Systems 
continues to turn out the goodies. Earlier 

this year they finished work on the MIDI 

and now they are bringing out a hard disk 

interface. Be still my beating heart! ] 

talked with them and they said the release 

date would be “around the first of the 

year". They are planning to sell a com- 

plete unit consisting of a controller and a 

20 ог 30 Mb RLI. disk. At the present 

time they do not anticipate selling the 

controller separately; however, ] pointed 

out that here hard disks are very cheap 

and that US buyers would certainly want 

that option. Additionally, they аге powet- 

ing the unit with a 50 watt power supply 

that is only capable of running one disk, 

while most hard disk setups over here 

have 64 watt power supplies and can run 

2 drives. Let's hope that they recognize 

that not all of the world runs on 

220v/SÜhz by selling the controller apart 
from the entire unit. If you feel as ] do, 

why not write them. (Miracle Systems, 
NBC, Dean Road, Yate, Bristol, BS17 

SNH) Due to increases in RAM chips they 
have stopped production of the 512K 
ExpanderR AM and the Trump Card price 

has neatly doubled. 

Not much else. I'm still awaiting the QL 

emulator for my Atari ST and hoping for 

a peek at the new Desktop Publisher. 

Continued on Page 11 
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MORE PUN 20019 90708, WARKEN DISK DRIVE SYSTEM 
by John Riley 

lt has now been almost a year since I 

initially purchased the Larken Cartridge 

that, along with a small switch added to 

the NMI line of my Aerco Disk Interface, 

allowed me to enter the world of LKDOS. 

The main thing LKDOS had that Aerco- 

DOS didn't, if you'll remember, was 
Spectrum compatibility. 

Large amounts of Spec- 

trum software languished 

on cassette, and 1 wanted it 

on disk! Unfortunately, 1 
have had very little time 

until recently to explore 

LKDOS. But then fate 

stepped in and zapped me 

with a flu bug that 

knocked me out of work. 

On the second day of my 

illness 1 recovered enough 

strength to prop myself up 

to the 2068 and tap away. 

Some public domain Spec- 

trum software went into 

disk form very easily (more 
on this later), but then 1 ran 
into a та јог problem -- the 

copy-protection schemes of 

my commercial Spectrum 

software! ]t seems that 

software piracy is a big- 

time problem in the U.K., 

and the writers over there 

deal with it by using 

nefarious non-standard 

loading routines on the cas- 

settes. Programs like Trans- 

Express were published for 

microdrive users in Eng- 

land, but American disk 
usets are left in the cold! 

Larken Electronics provides 
a partial solution by includ- 

ing a circuit schematic in 

the documentation fot 
LKDOS that allows you to 
add a "snapshot save" 

pushbutton to the NMI line 

of the Aerco board, and 

that will certainly do the 
trick with games and such. 

But unless ] can find а way to mess with 

the machine code routines of the programs 

Syntax 

User support by mfg 

CP/M compatibility? Yes No 

Cost and available 

configurations 

with file handling ("LOAD" and 

"SAVE") features, I will still be dependent 
upon cassettes for file storage. RATS! 

Well, maybe someday I'll get around to 

working on that little detail... The good 

news is that when programmers are not 

intentionally messing up the user's 

AERCO 

Spectrum compatibility? Мо Yes 

Moderately 

difficult 

Good Good 

$ 199 $ 125 

Basic system with 

64K onboard RAM 

interface and NMI 

Bare boatd and 

EPROM have been 

made available in the LKDOS cartridge 

past as a kit, but no $ 70—available for 

AERCO, Ramex, and 

Oliger. AERCO cart- 

instructions for asse- 

mbly were included, 

Cost: $ 60 

RAM- 

disk capability. 

CP/M, upgrade R AM 

to 256K 

COMPARISON OF AERCO AND LARKEN DISK SYSTEMS 

attempts to use disk storage, transferance 

is rather easy. The LKDOS syntax was 

designed to stay close to Timex' original 

LARKEN 

Faitly easy 

Basic system with 

Kempston joystick 

"snapshot" save 

ridge has built-in in 

Instructions provided 

to add NMI to AERCO 

board, Spectrum ROM 

or LROS chip can be 

added, internal R AM- 

disking for 2068 

BASIC commands for cassette storage. 

After turning on the 2068 with the 

LKDOS cartridge plugged in, the machine 

initializes as normal, either to 2068 or 

Spectrum mode, depending on how the 

Romswitch is set. Then two commands 

from the keyboard turn on the cartridge - 

RANDOMIZE USR 100: OPEN *4,"dd". 

From that point on, the command PRINT 

#4 preceding any other file-handling state- 

ment will activate the disk system. Some 
possibilities are: 

PRINT #4: SAVE 

“xxxxxx.B!” LINE 1 — 

BASIC program 

PRINT #4: SAVE 

“хххххх.С1° CODE start, 

length — an M/C program 

PRINT #4: SAVE 

"xxxxxx.C]I" SCREENS - 

screen save 

PRINT #4: SAVE 

“xxxxxx.Al” DATA () - 
numeric atray 

PRINT #4: SAVE 
"XXXXXX.A$" DATAS ()- 
string апау Loading is 

accomplished in the same 

manner, using the command 

LOAD in the place of 
SAVE. Other commands 

supported by LKDOS in- 

clude LOAD, MERGE, 
CAT (used to CATalog a 
disk, not load a program, as 

Аегсо -- wildcard 

searches supported), 
ERASE, GOTO (used to 
select a particular drive), 
PRINT (files displayed 
directly to the screen ог 

printer without passing 

through memory), and 
VERIFY. FORMAT and 
MOVE are supplied as 

RAM-resident programs, 

rather than being ROM- 

based, as in Аегсо. In addi- 
tion there are nine new 

gtaphics and windowing 

commands implemented, 

and on-board ramdisking 

(up to four if you have the 256K RAM 
upgtade on your Aerco board). You will 

To be concluded next month oo SS 
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CONVERSION OF DATA IN 
BASIC ON THE Z88. By Pieter 
van Dijk 

If numerical data is printed from a BASIC 

program to a file, the data is tokenised 

and cannot be read with a wordprocessor. 

If you want to have readable data 

(ASCII), you have to print the data to a 
file, using PRINT*c,STRS(x) where x is a 
numerical variable, The file created with 

this method however, will be larger and 

loads a lot slower than a tokenised file. 

The ASCII file on the other hand can be 

sent through the SER port. The following 

program changes a tokenised file into an 

ASCII file that can be read and modified 

with a wordprocessor. The opposite con- 

version can also be done 

10 CLS:PRINT TAB(20,2:"1) TO TEXT 

FILE" 

20 INPUT ТАВ(20;°2) TO CODED 
FILE™inp% 

30 INPUT TAB(20X"FILE МАМЕ “sinp$ 

40 IF inp%=1 in$=inp$:out$=in$+".txt” 

50 IF inp%=2 in$=inp$+”.txt™:out$=inp$ 

60 ch=OPENIN(in$):d%=OPEN OUT (ои) 

70 IF inph=2 GOTO 120 

80 REPEAT 

90 INPUT#c%,in%:PRIN T#d%,ST R&(in%) 

100 PRINT T AB(40,6):in% 

110 UNTIL EOF*cA 

120 GOTO 160 

130 REPEAT 

140 

INPUT#c%,inS:out%=V AL(inS) PRIN T#d% 

out% 

150 PRINT T АВ(40,6):ои\% 

160 UNTIL EOF#c% 

170 CLOSE*c%:CLOSE#d%:EN D 

Lines 100 and 150 print the data to the 

screen so that you can see that something 

is happening. They can be removed 

without affecting the program. When 

converting to ASCII, the extension .txt is 

added to the file name by the program. 

When using the program in the opposite 

direction the extension does not have to 

be input. 
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CATS BBS Info—Continued from Page 3 

Fest is completed in May. 

The committee believed the BBS would 

be useful to N/L. Editor Vern Smith in 

transferring copy to him more easily. It 

was felt the Fest could also benefit from 

the availability of a BBS, especially for 

out-of-town publicity. 

Mark Fisher and Steve Greene ate now 

working to get the CATS BBS operational 
for Beta testing during December. 

When the first critical element—a tele- 

phone line--is cither donated or installed 

and the software is happily functioning, 
they will spread the word of the new 

number through all of CATS-dom, pri- 

marily through the N/L. 

Also, at the January meeting, there will 

be a review of how the BBS works with 

the particular software Steve and Mark 

have selected. 

In addition, there will be extra copies of 

Steve's detailed proposal to the Executive 

Committee as well as copies of his 

October handouts: 

Ingredients for T/S Telecomputing 

Remote BBS Supporting T/S Computers . 

Log of a Session with the Boston Com- 

puter Society's BBS 

|. ‘в Parkek-Dunt., Fran Nuvenher | 

QL Term 

Monitor needed 

Use 1200 baud 

Displays information faster than 1 

can read it 

Use <СМТК!_-Н> for delete/backspace 

Has a file capability 

No screen dump 

Won't go to QL programs after you 

quit 

Mike term 

Monitor or change window for TV 

Displays information at a 

comfortable speed 

Use XCNTRL-H» for delete/backspace 

Use <CNTRL-X> to cancel line 

No curser 

No file capability 

No screen dump 

Goes to superbasic with no 

problem 

Loads quick and easy to use 

Other 

I tried two other programs (code 

and Qlink) without success. The 

copies I borrowed may be bad. 1 will 

try to learn more about them and 

report later if І have any success 

with these or any other programs. 
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QUICK GUIDE TO USING 
THE CATS BBS 

1. Capabilities of the CATS BBS will be: 

Full access to first-time callers. Passwords 

will not be required, at least initially. 

A general interest bulletin (in addition to 

the “welcome” message seen by every 

caller). 

A 25K-bytes message area, accessible to 

all callers. Messages may be read or 

entered by any caller. Only the sysop will 

be able to delete messages. Messages will 

be limited to a maximum length of 

2K-bytes (2048 characters and spaces). 
Old messages will automatically "fall off" 

as the message buffer fills up. 

The Саѕѕбоага BBS software does not 

support file transfers. Short articles and 

programs can be uploaded as one or more 

messages. Download them by capturing 

the text to your communications pto- 

gram's message buffer or by printing it 

out as it is sent by the BBS. 

2. First Time Use of CATS BBS: 

You will need: a computer, a communica- 

tions program, and a modem connected to 

a telephone line. 

Set the parameters for the communica- 

tions program and modem to operate at 

300 baud, 8 bit word length, | stop bit, no 

parity (8/1/n). 

Dial the BBS. For Hayes-compatible 

modems, the command is: ATDT <BBS 

phone number» «RETURN» 

"I" 
Include any access codes, „ ог area 

codes you need to dial the BBS within the 

«BBS number» part of the command. 

Monitor the call's progress with the 

modem's speaker, indicator lights, or a 

telephone set in parallel with the modem. 

If you use a telephone set, hang it up 

after you here the BBS modem's tones. 

After the BBS “welcome screen", enter 

your name or the user identification you'll 

use (on one line), followed бу 
«RETURN». The BBS will display its 
main menu. 

Use the <T>oggle Line Feed and 
<A>djust Screen Width commands as 

necessary for your computer's display. 

Continued on Page 10 
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Q! BOOT That Disk! For the 2068 AERCO System. by Mark Fisher 

Here's a little program that'll make it 

much easier to load programs from your 

AERCO disks. Rather than laboriously 
typing the peculiar AERCO syntax, this 

program will allow you to select the 

desired program from the directory, and 

LOAD it by merely pressing ENTER. As 

written, it will LOAD only BASIC pro- 

grams, as specialized files ate usually 

LOADed by their specific programs. A 

copy of this program on each disk will 

allow you to select the program you need 

as soon as you turn the system on. In 
dealing with disks that contain a variety 
of programs, it might help to add a linc 
that re-LOADs the boot program at the 
termination of each program. Operation 

Operation is straight foreward. The pro- 

gram variables are set up, screen prepared, 
and a САТ“, command reads the disk 

(lines 0-150). The selected program is 
indicated with a highlight block. This 
block can be moved around with the 
cursor keys (lines 200-300) When the 
desired program is selected, pressing 
ENTER moves to "getit" (lines 400 - ). 
Here, the program name is tead off the 
screen using SCREENS, and built up in 
pS. As the program is read, it is printed at 
the top of the screen, to assist you if there 
are any problems in LOADing the pro- 
gram. The ".BAS" extension is added to 
p$ by the program, before the CAT “ps”, 
command 1.O ADs the program. 

10 REM ***** General BOOT **** 

20 REM attempt 5 

30 REM by Mark Fisher 

40 REM 1988 

50 LET menu=200 

60 LET getit=400 

70 LET loadit=500 

80 LET r$2"" : REM response$ from 
keyboard 

90 LET s$-"" : REM screen$ to build p$ 

100 LET p$-"" : REM program$ used TO 

THEN LOAD selected program 

110 LET 1-5 : LET c-0 : REM line & 
column for cursor position 

120 LET c$=" REM cursor$ to 
 س

CATS NEWSLETTER 

highlight selection 

130 INK 7: PAPER 0: BORDER 0: 
CLS 

140 САТ "", 

150 BORDER 2: PRINT #0;АТ 0,0;"Use 
«v» (5678) to select prog. «ENT» TO 
THEN LOAD program " : BORDER 0 

200 REM **** Menu Loop **** 

210 OVER 1: INVERSE |: PRINT AT 

1,16*cic$ : OVER 0: INVERSE 0 

220 PAUSE 0: LET r$-INKEYS 

230 IF CODE r$-13 THEN GO TO getit 

240 IF t$<"5" OR 1$>"8" THEN GO TO 
menu 

250 OVER 1: INVERSE |: PRINT AT 

1,16*c:ic$ : OVER 0 : INVERSE 0 

260 LET l=l+(1$="6")-(1$="7") 

270 IF rS="6" AND SCREENS 

{(,16*с+1=” " THEN LET 15 : LET 

с=МОТ c 

280 IF 1-4 THEN LET l-5 : LET ceNOT 
c 

290 IF :$-"8" OR :$2"5" THEN LET 
ceNOT c 

300 GO TO menu 

400 REM **** getit - build program name 
anase 

410 PRINT AT 0.0:ТАВ 3I'TAB ЗГАТ 
0,4:" Loading “:: REM CLEAR top 2 lines 

420 FOR i-c*16«1 TO c*16« 16 

430 LET s$-SCREENS (Li) 

440 IF s$"." THEN GC TO loadit 

450 PRINT s$; 

460 LET p$-p$«s$ 

470 NEXT i 
500 REM **** joadit finally! **** 

510 LET pS-ps«".BAS""" 

520 CAT “ps”, 

8999 STOP 

9900 OUT 244,1: MOVE "BOOT.BAS",! 

Page 7 

Transferring Files: 

2068 to QL Volume 1 

by Mark Fisher 

l've been doing a mild but steady business 

in porting text between the QL. and the 

2068. over the past months. Others have 

approached me, asking me how I do it... 

So, here's the secret of my success: lt's 

not vety complicated, actually. | send the 

information between the machines using 

the RS232 protocol. This requires certain 

specific hardware and software for each 

machine, but it's not difficult to arrange. 

lll discuss these requirements below. 

Hardware: The first need is a circuii ihai 

can make sense of the 8mhz buzz inside 

your machine, and send oui an orderly 

signal that can be recognized by а 

matching circuit on the target machine. 
This circuit is the (infamous RS232 port 
you've heard tell of. For the 2068 the port 

is composed of the Zebra RS232 add-on 

_board and the Timex MODEM. (The 

add-on boatd's not available anymore, but 

the circuit is simple, and more or less in 

the public domain. The Timex MODFM 

Enterprises, and the combination produces 
а reliable 1200 baud signal for the Q1. 

The output from the 2068 goes straight 

into the QL's serial port. A cable runs 
straight from one port to the other, with 
matched lines: TX to RX, CTS to DTR, 
etc. Setting up the cable is the hardest 
part of the sequence, frankly. There's a 
tortuted discussion of what the RS232 
standatd implies in the Concepts section 
of the OL. manual that may be of help. 
Don't forget yout fellow club members if 
you need help. Software: QL: On its end, 
the QL catches the flow with a copy of 
QLINK v.1.556 from Hatvey Taylor: a 
good, flexible terminal program. A simple 

"COPY ser2 to flpl text" command will 
do the job, but you won't get to see 
what's coming in. 2068: Pitching for the 
2068, one could use MTERM Il, BUT: 

MTERM II uses the program area as its 

data buffet. It works fine to RECIEVE 
text, with the machine code tending to 
the 2068 operation. However, If you want 
to SEND text, you'll need to expand the 
buffer area before you put your document 

Continued on Page 8 
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File Transfers-From Page 7 

in it (a pain). AND: It works only at 300 

BAUD. The solution is the following 

program: it allows transmission at 1200 
BAUD, and тоге or less automates the 
transmission process. As written below, it 

will only transfer ASCII files, and cannot 

expand BASIC tokens to port program 

listings over. THAT improvement will be 

discussed in next month's article. A 

number of lines ate written for the 

AERCO disk system, but users of other 

DOS's or the native Timex tape system 

should find the needed lines easy to 

change. A note on the listing. The 

program that expands and ports the 2068 

BASIC to the QL offers the option of 

showing multiple statement lines spread in 

separate lines. ] think it makes for a more 

readable listing. The core of this program 

is based on the simple port test program 

enclosed with the Zebra RS232 adaptor 

board. 

10 REM Filtrans, by Mark Fisher, 1988 

20 PAPER 0: INK 7: BORDER 0: CLS 

30 OUT 119,0: REM zero clears UART 

40 OUT 119,BIN 01000000 : REM ПАКТ 

reset (command preface) 

50 OUT 119,BIN 01001110 : REM UART 
MODE command : set to 1200b, 8 bits, no 

pairity 

60 REM “01”=1 stop bitz1]'»2 «"0" seven 

pairity?|'" odd +70” sno pairity check 

+"11"=8 bit words;10'-7 bit +"10"=clock/ 

16:012/1:112/64 

70 OUT 119,BIN 00110111: REM ПАКТ 

COMMAND byte : enable transmit & 

recieve 

80 REM “0“=ЕН - not used 7777 “0“»по 

RESET “1°=RTS pin 23 low "1"-ER reset 

епо: flag “O"=no send BREAK "1"-Rec. 

enable "I"«DTR pin 24 low "l"-Tx 

Enable 

90 REM Each byte sent OUT 115 will 
leave on the Transmit line of the RS-232 

port. 

200 REM ssssse[;] trans 9259222292229 

210 CLEAR 40000 

220 CAT "", : INPUT "Load what file? 

(name & length J';fSlen : REM length is 

arbitrary - just make it long enough 

230 LET fSefS-".bin"",40000" : 
"I$. 

300 FOR i=40000 TO 40000+len 

310 LET a$=CHRS PEEK i: PRINT a$: 

320 POKE 23692,2 330 OUT 115,PEEK 

i 

340 NEXT i 

350 OUT 115,26 

360 INPUT “Repeat transfer or new file? 

(t/n)":f$ 

370 IF f$«»"r" AND f$e"n" THEN GO 

TO 370 

380 IF f$-"r" THEN GO TO 300 

390 GO TO 200 

CAT 

Tape to AERCO Disk 
by Mark Fisher 

Supervisory help by John Riley 

(The following material should not be 

consideted the last word on this subject. 

My experience is limited to conversions to 

the AERCO disk system. Other systems, 
including Oliget, Larken, Ramex, Timex 

Portugal, ad infinitum present similar 

challenges. If you have experience with 

one of these systems, please wtite it upl) 
If you have tried to use a disk drive with 
the 2068, you have run into a little 

problem, known as what to do to make a 

tape to disk transfer. The operating 
system of the 2068 was designed around 
cassette tape mass storage. Naturally, 

most programs that were developed for it 

also used the keywords and syntax the 

tape SAVEing routines demanded. Unfor- 

tunately, the designers of disk operating 

systems had to fit them around the 

existing Timex command structure. This 

led them into design choices that 1 hope 

they would not have taken otherwise. 

Briefly; AERCO uses four existing, but 

un-implemented keywords for user control 

of the disks CAT = Displays a disk 

directory or LOADs a file from the disk 

MOVE = SAVEs a file to the disk 
ERASE= cleats a file ftom the disk 
FORMAT Prepares a disk for use The 

short course says that all you have to do 

is LIST your tape loaded program, and 

replace each SAVE with MOVE, and each 
LOAD with CAT. Unfortunately, that 

won't work. AERCO's syntax is a little 

different from Timex's. The Sequence 
First, you merely LIST your taped pro- 

gram. At times, that may be difficult. 

There are two problems that may come 

up. 1) How do I list it? Some programs 
autorun after LOADing, and immediately 

lock themselves from stoppage. Since 

there must be at least a minimal BASIC 

program for each application, it should be 
possible to derail the autorun by using 

MERGE "". instead of LOAD. At times 
the BASIC header program will be partly 

or completely invisible, due to embedded 
INK commands. Try entering the direct 

command INK 0 and then try listing 

again. If that doesn’t work then LLISTing 

them or pulling them up to the editing 

area will let you inspect such programs. 2) 

Machine code. The operative questions 

that you must be able to answer are how 

long is it, and where is it stored. By 

inspecting the BASIC portion of the 

program, you can often find the line used 

to save the machine code. If that SAVE 

was made from a direct command, a 

record will not exist. Then you will have 

to use a "Header Program" to find these 

answers. А very good header-reader pro- 

gram can be found in the CATS 2068 

Public Domain Library, or the "CAT" 

option from MSCRIPT. Machine code can 

be loaded into your computer indepen- 

dently of the BASIC portion with the 
command LOAD ““ CODE. After LIST- 

ing you program, you'l have to start 

changing the lines in which the program 
addresses the storage device, switching it 
from cassette to disk. If you are lucky this 

acces will always be through the BASIC 

component. Access to machine cod that 

SAVEd the program - ideally you will be 

converting the program to operate through 

the disk system. Thus, you will change all 

lines that infer а tape system to AERCO 

compatible commands. If you find: 

Replace it with: SAVE "quizzle" MOVE 

"quizzle.bas", SAVE "quizzle"^ LINE 20 

MOVE "quizzle.bas",20 SAVE "quizzle" 

SCREENS MOVE "quizzlesci", SAVE 

"quizzle" CODE 40000,30 MOVE "quiz- 

zle.bin",40000,30 LOAD "quizzle" CAT 

Continued on Page 9 
__——— aa mmm 
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Tape to AERCO disk-From Page 8 

"quizzle.bin", LOAD “quizzle" LINE 20 
CAT  "quizzle.bas",20 More complex 
changes LOAD "" CAT "quizzle.bas" АП 
AERCO commands must contain a speci- 
fic name. LET q$-"quizzle: SAVE q$ 
LET  q$-"qizzle.bas""": MOVE “q$”, 
Note the exact sequence of commas and 
quote image characters - this is important. 
SAVE “quizzle* DATA (q) )I don't know: 
MOVE "quizzlevar" SAVE "quizzie" 
DATA (q$) ) saves all variables VERIFY 
"quizzle" )Not supported by AERCO 
MERGE "quizzle" )Not supported by 
AERCO , but needed! Thirdly, MOVEing 
the program to disk. If you've changed all 
SAVEs in the program, you have probably 
found the line that saves the program. If 
not, you'll have to add one, ot you can 
use direct commands from the keyboard to 
make the transfer. Thus, if you have a 
program "Sample" that autoruns from line 
5 and has a M/C component that starts at 
J3000 and is 4000 bytes long, y 9999 
OUT 244, : MOVE "Sample.bas",5: 
MOVE  "Sample.bin",33000,4000 The 
direct command GOTO 9999 will then 
save the program to disk. Alternatively, 
you can simply enter those same com- 
mands directly from the keyboard. Either 
way, you should end up with “Sam- 
ple.bas" and Sample.bin" listed on yout 
disk directoty (accessed Many machine 
code programs fiddle with the configu- 
ration of the machine, leaving AERCO 
dos switched off. Adding an OUT 244,1 
command switches the AERCO dos on. 
Such a line at the start of yout AERCO 
MOVE or CAT lines is useful insutance. 
Because of the variety of approaches and 
attempts to provide copy protection for 
programs, you may have difficulty getting 
the disk version to run correctly. Solving 
these problems requires that you leatn the 
strategy used in each case, and come up 
with a way to defeat it. Sounds like 
anothet atticle! 

MODIFICATIONS TO THE AUGUST 1988 ARTICLE "DRIVING A MONI- 
ТОВ” WRITTEN BY MARK FISHER- Submitted by Donald Lambert 

The article lists а 23222 transistor for 
which I found no listing so I used a 
2N 2222A with no problems. 

І started to put the circuitry inside the 
modulator but when I tried to drill holes I 
found it too easy to damage the capaci- 
tors when the drill broke through. 1 had 
already put the circuit on a small piece of 
perf board and was using the hole in the 
snap-on lid of the TS1000 modulator. I 
looked for a small box to mount the 
circuit in and my search led me to the 
TS1000 transfer switch box that came 
with the computer. It had the RCA jack 
already mounted. See sketch. 

Hete are the steps you will need to take: 
1. Remove the foam sticky tape from the 
snap-on bottom. This will be the lid when 
the case is done. 

2. Remove the lid, unsolder, and remove 
all components EXCEPT the RCA jack. 
Drill out the two rivets to remove the 
switch. 

3. Measure 1.156" (1 5/32") from the end 
with the RCA jack and mark the 2 sides 
of the box. On the portion of the box, 
now the bottom, that has the slot where 
the switch was, measure 1.937" (1 15/16") 
from the RCA jack end. 

4. Now using a nibbling tool (Radio 
Shack) carefully cut the box like the 
sketch. File all sharp edges smooth. 

5. Fit the lid on the cut down box and 
matk where to cut the side lips. Mark 
156" (5/32") longer for the lip to be 
broken down. File smooth. 

6. Mark the bend line on the inside of the 
box. Using pliers with wide jaws, grip the 
lip to be bent with the tip of the jaws on 
the bend line. Bending a little at a time, 
work across the box until the bend is 90 
degrees, 

7. Put the lid on the box and mark the 
bend line. With pliers, bend the lip down 
and test fit it on the box. 

8. Drill holes for the screws. 4-40 machine 
screws are ideal. Remove the cover from 
the TS1000 modulator and sit the box on 
top of the modulator cover with the RCA 
jack directly above the radius notch on 

the modulator cover. Center the box and 
mark and drill two holes through the box 
and cover. [t works best of one hole is 
drilled undersized in the box bottom first 
and then from that through the cover. 
Size the hole and put the screw with the 
head where it will be in the TS1000 
modulator. Align and tighten the box and 
mounting cover, then drill the other hole. 1 
did not use the existing hole because it 
was too big. 

9. If you have access to a piece of 1/8" 
thick foam, cut it to fit the bottom of the 
box and thus help to insulate the circuitry. 

10. Press the modulator lid on and solder 
the 3 connections (per the prior article). 
Make sure that the circuit will not touch 
anything. Consider using heat shrink tub- 
ing for insulation. Press on the modified 
box's cover and enjoy 

Now you can use a transfer switch for 
regulat TV output from the bottom RCA 
jack or plug into the upper one for 
monitor output. It works beautifully with 
a 12" green screen Zenith Data Systems 
monitor. True, you cannot put the com- 
puter board into an unmodified case, but I 
use my ZX81/TS1000 mounted on a 
board per the article in CTM, August 
1987, “The Ultimate ZX81/TS1000" by 
Walter Komlosy. 

SWITCH SLOT. Os MAY со ES 

EX 81/T3A000 COMPUTER. 

DIMPLE 

| | AD 
ир 

Beno Lue | 
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BBS Guide-Continued from Page 6 

Once connected, the BBS will send its 

standard “welcome” message. It will be 

32 colmuns wide, so that people using TV 

sets as monitors can read it. If you get 
lines of garbage on the screen, you're 

CATS NEWSLETTER 

RAMdisk for the QL by Mike Mitchell Continued from the last issue 

modem is mis-set. Check the bit and parity 

settings and modem speed. The BBS will then 

ask you to press your "ENTER" ог "RETURN" 

key so you can log-in. 

The BBS will ask you for your name. Type in 

yout name as you want to be known by on the 

Page 10 

BBS. Any character, spaces, ог 

punctuation is acceptable. It's a 
good idea to use the same name on 

every call, but not mandatory. Be 

sure to type in everything on one 

line! Hit "RETURN" or "ENTER" 

after typing in your name. The BBS 

will log yout call and display it's 

main menu. 

You'll have several choices from 

the main menu. To select a com- 

mand, type the first letter of the 

command (upper ot lower case), 
followed by ENTER or RETRUN. 

Your choices will be: 

essage Base Bulletin - Read the 

current bulletin message. 

ead a Message - Read one or more 

messages in the message base. 

(W»rite a Message - Write a mes- 

sage into the message base. 

hat with Sysop - Pages the 

SYSOP. You'l be able to "talk" 

with him directly via the keyboard 

IF THE SYSOP IS AV AILABLE! 

oggle Line Feeds - Some terminal 
programs need a carrige return 
AND a line feed at the end of each 

line. If you have problems with text 

not wraping properly, try changing 

this setting. 

Iter Line Length - The BBS starts 

out with a 32 column display, 

compatible with T/S-1000's and 

some 2068 terminal programs. If 

you can display a wider screen, 

select this option. The BBS will ask 

you to enter a new screen length. 

oodby (Logoff) - This command 
ends your session and disconnects 

you from the BBS. 

There аге a few "tricks" to the 
<R>ead and «W»rite commands. 

Messages are numbered sequentially 

as entered, and can бе read 

<F>orward or in <R>everse order. 

The BBS will tell you the numbers 

for the first and last messages so 

you can specify where to begin 

reading. After displaying the first 

message, the BBS will ask you if 
you want to "«S»croll, «N»ext, ог 

To be concluded next month 
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EXPANDABLE BAG ON WHEELS 
SOLVES HARDWARE HEADACHE 
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You сап easily carry your 
hardware to meetings with 
this bag. Made of 420 D 
Oxford Nylon. On 5 sturdy 
easy to roll wheels. Folds 
flat for storage. Drops 3 
levels down as needed to 
hold your hardware and ce Bret i 

FULLY OPENED software organized in one y i HER їй T It 
place. А 20x11x30"Height. tr } eris for 

Bye-bye sore arms, numb hands and fingers as you now i TÉ 
carry your computer hardware and software somewhere. 

ti 

TOU comme tle : 

Available for immediate delivery in your choice of 
Navy, Black, or Burgundy color. 

A $89 value for only $49.95 plus $4.50 shipping and 
handling. Maryland resident add $2.50 sales tax. 

Order by check, money order, VISA, or MASTER CARD 
today! Expiration date, Acct. No. 
required for charge orders. 

and signature are 
You must be completely 

satisfied, or the price of the bag will be refunded. 
Order Today. 

AKO ENTERPRISES» 1613 Dayton Rd., Adelphi, MD 20783 

Please patronize our advertisers-Mention CATS when you do 

QL on the QT-Continued from Page 4 

Not much else. I'm still awaiting the QL 

emulator for my Atari ST and hoping for 

a peek at the new Desktop Publisher. 

Have a Merry Christmas and a Happy 

New Year. 

Telecomputing by Steve Greene-Continued 

from the October issue 

specific set-ups is this flexibility to use it 

with almost any computer. 

Most of the big T/S dealers, such as 

Sharps and Curry Computers, should be 
able to supply T/S-specific hardware and 

software. Also check the ads in the 
various T/S publications, especially TIME 

DESIGNS. 

Editors note: Steve is our point man 

when it comes to bulletin boards and 

telecomuting in general. If you have any 

comments, suggestions, or questions, get 

in touch with him. 

FROM Н+ Sz +A 

A CHRISTMAS WISH-LIST OF 2068 

UTILITIES FOR ALL DISK SYSTEMS! 

1. A “Finder” program that would locate 
machine-code based mass- storage access 

commands and provide code substitutions 

for disk users. Many of the more sophisti- 
cated programs (such as ART STUDIO) 
which are pure machine-code are not 

“convertible” to disk. 

2. A "SAVE emulator", similar to the 
QL's "fip use mdy” command, a reloca- 

table m/c routine that would automati- 

cally convert programs to disk-based 

storage. HOW ABOUT IT, SANTA? 

WE'VE BEEN GOOD! HONEST. 
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